A spherical puzzle toy includes a spherical shell having six circular recesses disposed on X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis at two opposite sides, six circular turn plates respectively turnably mounted on the circular recesses and having each a respective crossed track on the outside linked with one another, and a plurality of slides moved in the crossed tracks to form any of a variety of combinations.
SPHERICAL PUZZLE TOY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to puzzle toys, and relates more particularly to a puzzle ball having interconnected sliding ways, that can be switched on the axes X, Y and Z, and slides moved in the sliding ways and arranged by the player into any of a variety of combinations.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Various puzzle toys including triangular puzzle blocks, square puzzle blocks, cylindrical puzzle blocks, etc., are well known. These puzzle toys are commonly handy and can be arranged into any of a variety of combinations.

There is also known a spherical puzzle toy comprised of a rotary base and six individual rotary members respectively mounted on the rotary base, each individual rotary member having a plurality of notches around the border, and a plurality of slides respectively disposed in the notches among the rotary members. By turning the individual rotary members, the slides are respectively moved from one notch to another. This structure of spherical puzzle toy is less attractive because it produces little variation and, the slides can be easily moved from one notch to another to set the desired combination.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to puzzle toys, and relates more particularly to a puzzle ball having interconnected sliding ways, that can be switched on the axes X, Y and Z, and slides moved in the sliding ways and arranged by the player into any of a variety of combinations.

According to one aspect of the present invention, the spherical puzzle toy comprises a spherical shell having six circular recesses disposed on X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis at two opposite sides, six circular turn plates respectively turnably mounted on the circular recesses and having each a respective crossed track on the outside linked with one another, and a plurality of slides moved in the crossed tracks to form any of a variety of combinations. The turn plates can be turned step by step through 90 degrees per step to change the connection of the crossed tracks of the turn plates.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is an elevational view of a spherical puzzle toy according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the spherical puzzle toy shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a cross section of the spherical puzzle toy shown in FIG. 1; and

FIG. 4 shows the circular turn plates of the spherical toy of FIG. 1 respectively turned.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

For the purpose of promoting an understanding of the principles of the invention, reference will now be made to the embodiment illustrated in the drawings. Specific language will be used to describe same. It will, nevertheless, be understood that no limitation of the scope of the invention is thereby intended, such alterations and further modifications in the illustrated device, and such further applications of the principles of the invention as illustrated herein being contemplated as would normally occur to one skilled in the art to which the invention relates.

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a spherical puzzle toy in accordance with the present invention is generally comprised of a substantially spherical shell 1, a plurality of turn plates 2, a plurality of track guards 3, and a plurality of slides 4. Turn plates 2 are turnably mounted around the spherical shell 1. Track guards 3 are respectively mounted on each turn plate 2 defining a crossed track 20 on each turn plate 2. Slides 20 are moved from the crossed track 20 on one turn plate 2 to another along X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis.

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3 again, the aforesaid shell 1 is comprised of two symmetrical halves, namely, the left half shell 10 and the right half shell 11 connected together by fitting the split pins 13 on either half shell into the pin holes 14 on the other half shell. The spherical shell 1 comprises six circular recesses 12 respectively disposed at two opposite sides of the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, eight raised blocks 16 of substantially triangular shape respectively disposed around each circular recess 11, a plurality of passages 17 respectively disposed between each two circular recesses 12 to separate the raised blocks 16 from one another and a plurality of axle holes 15 respectively disposed at the center of each circular recess 11. Six turn plates 2 are respectively turnably mounted within each circular recess 12, each having a downward split bolt 24 at the bottom respectively inserted into the axle hole 15 on either circular recess 12 and four raised blocks 21 of substantially triangular shape and a crossed track 20 defined by the raised blocks 21. Each raised block 21 has a retaining hole 22 and a locating hole 23.

There are total twenty four track guards 3 respectively mounted on raised blocks 21 and disposed in flush with the raised blocks 16. Each track guard 3 has a downward retaining rod 32 and a downward locating pin 33 respectively fitted into the retaining hole 22 and locating holes 23 on either raised block 21, a peripheral flange 30 projecting into the crossed track 20 on the respective turn plate 2, and a top surface 31 disposed in flush with the adjacent raised block 16. The aforesaid slides 4 are moved in the crossed tracks 20 of the turn plates 2 in the X, Y and Z directions. Each slide 4 comprises a bottom plate 41 at the bottom in width equal to that of the crossed tracks 20 and the passages 17, and a top plate 40 raised from the bottom plate and supported between the side flanges 30 of two adjacent track guards 3 on either turn plate 2. The top plate 40 of each slide 4 has a coarse top surface 42 so that it can be positively moved by the fingers and, it massages the fingers when moved. When the spherical puzzle toy is assembled, the track guards 3, the raised blocks 16 of the spherical shell 1, and the top plates 40 of the slides 4 form a sphere, and the crossed tracks 20 (the slides 4) are linked in the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis. Each circular turn plate 2 further comprises four raised portions 25 equiangularly spaced around the border respectively alternatively engaging respective recessed portions 18 around the peripheral wall of each circular recess 12. Therefore the circular turn plates 2 can be respectively turned relative to one another and then alternatively positioned at every 90 degrees to keep the crossed tracks 20 of the circular turn plates 2 interconnected.

As indicated in FIG. 4, the circular turn plates 2 can be turned on the spherical shell 1 relative to one another through 360 degrees so that the slides 4 in the crossed tracks 20 can be shifted among axes X, Y and Z.

It will be understood that each of the elements described above, or two or more together may also find a useful application in other types of methods differing from the type described above.

While certain novel features of this invention have been shown and described and are pointed out in the annexed
claim, it is not intended to be limited to the details above, since it will be understood that various omissions, modifications, substitutions and changes in the forms and details of the device illustrated and in its operation can be made by those skilled in the art without departing in any way from the spirit of the present invention.

Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully reveal the gist of the present invention that others can, by applying current knowledge, readily adapt it for various applications without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior art, fairly constitute essential characteristics of the generic or specific aspects of this invention.

I claim:

1. A spherical puzzle toy comprising:
   a spherical shell having six circular recesses respectively disposed on X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis at two opposite sides and linked with one another, each circular recess having a respective axle hole at the center and a vertical peripheral wall and four recessed portions equiangularly spaced around the vertical peripheral wall;
   six circular turn plates respectively mounted on said circular recesses, having each a respective bottom split bolt respectively turnably inserted into the axle holes of said recesses and a crossed track on the outside linked with one another, each circular turn plate having four raised portions equiangularly spaced around the border and alternatively engaged with the recessed portions on each circular recess;
   a plurality of substantially triangular track guards respectively mounted on said circular turn plates around the crossed tracks, each triangular track guard having a peripheral flange respectively projecting into the crossed tracks of said circular turn plates;
   a plurality of slides moved in the crossed tracks of said circular turn plates, each slide having a bottom plate moved in the crossed tracks of said circular turn plates and a top plate raised from the bottom plate at the top and respectively movably stopped between the peripheral flanges of each two adjacent track guards, the top plate of each slide having a top wall made with a plurality of raised portions and recessed portions.
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